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We establish that Schrrder trees are a subclass of Schr6der parenthesizations by 
a natural bijection. The Haiman-Schmitt bijection between Schrrder parenthesiza- 
tions, enriched by uniform species and partitions, generalizes to a bijection between 
Schr6der parenthesizations a dassemblies. Using these bijections, we prove some 
tree counting formulas. We also introduce the definitions of trees over a partition 
and similarly chordates over a partition. These structures give rise to some beautiful 
enumerat ion formulas. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Haiman and Schmitt established in [H-S]  a bijection between the set of 
leaf-labeled trees with n leaves and k internal nodes and the set 
Hk[n  + k -- 1 ] of partitions of the set { 1, 2, ..., n + k - 1 }, having exactly k 
blocks; see Proposition 2.2. This proposition was independently discovered 
by Erd6s and Szrkely using the antilexicographic order [E-S]. Haiman 
and Schmitt used the above bijection to compute the antipode of the Fail 
di Bruno Hopf  algebra. In a recent paper [C],  Chert found a bijection 
between Schr6der trees (definition below) and forests of trees of depth one 
(small trees). Chen used this bijection to obtain many classical results of 
enumerations of trees, and to give a combinatorial explanation of the 
cancellation that occurs in the Lagrange inversion formula. 
In this paper we generalize the Haiman and Schmitt bijection by 
enriching each internal node of a leaf-labeled tree with an N-structure. We 
call these structures N-enriched Schr6der parenthesizations. Taking a 
special kind of N structures, the Schr6der parenthesizations turn out to be 
isomorphic to Chen's Schr6der trees, and surprisingly, our generalization 
of the Haiman and Schmitt bijection corresponds in this special case to 
Chen's bijection between Schr6der trees and forests of small trees. 
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The problem of counting those trees led us to the more general problem 
of counting trees of partitions. We define a structure which is analogous in 
this context o the Joyal definition of vertebrate I-J], and prove some very 
interesting enumerating formulas. In a forthcoming paper we will apply the 
bijections presented here in order to generalize the Schmitt-Haiman 
antipode formula for a wide class of Hopf algebras. 
We are pleased to acknowledge Gian-Carlo Rota, who brought us 
together and inspired us in the pursuit of studying combinatorics. 
2. SCHRODER PARENTHESIZATIONS AND SCHR6DER TREES 
We will be using the notation that _n denotes the set { 1, 2 .... , n}. 
Let M be a species. It is well known that the species of M-enriched 
rooted trees, which we denote AM, satisfies the following functional 
equation: 
AM = X. M(AM). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let N be a species such that N[~]=~ and 
I N[_l]h= 0. The species ScN of Schr6der N-enriched parenthesizations is 
defined by 
Sc N = X+ N(SCN). 
A structure in ScN[E] can be described as a rooted tree, whose leaves 
are labeled with the elements of E, and for which each internal vertex v is 
enriched with a structure ~v e N[K(v)], where K(v) is the set of sons of the 
node v. Thus an internal node is unlabeled. The SchrSder parenthesizations 
are also called Catalan trees [L]. 
Let M be a species uch that M[~5] = ~5. We define a SchrSder M-tree 
to be a rooted tree enriched with the species L(M). Hence the species of 
Schr6der M-trees is AL(M) and it fulfills the equation 
A L(M) = X. L(M(A L(A¢)) . 
Hence a structure in AL(M)I-E] is a rooted tree on the set E, enriched with 
the species of linear assemblies of M-structures. Taking M= Uo, the 
uniform species, we obtain the Schr6der trees defined in [C]. We prove in 
the following proposition that a Schrbder parenthesization is a more 
general structure than a Schr6der M-tree. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a species as above. Then the species SCx.M 
of Schrfder parenthesizations, enriched with the species X. M, is isomorphic 
to the species AL(M) of Schrfder M-trees. 
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Proof. A structure of the species SCx.M is a rooted tree T, where each 
internal node v has a preferred son Vo, and the set K(v)- Vo is enriched 
with an M-structure. 
By starting at the root, we can construct a unique path from the root in 
tree T to a leaf, by letting the successor of an internal node be its preferred 
son. Each internal node on this path has an M-assembly of Schr6der X- M 
parenthesizations hanging from it, that is, an M(SCx.M) structure. The 
structure of the path is a linear order L. Thus we have proven that 
SCx.  M = X .  L(M(SCx.M)), 
where X chooses the leaf on the path. But the above equation is the same 
identity that the species AL(M) satisfies. By the implicit species theorem [J], 
there exists an isomorphism 0: SCx.M~AL(M). | 
The isomorphism 0 above can be described as follows (see Fig. 1). We 
would like to find 0e: Scx.M[E] ~AL(M)[E] for all finite sets E. By 
induction we will do this. If [El = 1, then 0e is trivially defined. Assume 
that we have defined 0E for all sets E of cardinality less than n. Let E be 
a set of size n, and let T be a tree in Scx.M[E]. Denote by t the unique 
leaf which is the last node on the path defined by preferred sons beginning 
from the root. There is an M-assembly of trees hanging from each internal 
node on this path. Clearly, for each of these trees, T', the map O(T') is well 
defined. Now, the path of preferred sons defines an L(M) assembly of 
Ar(M)-trees. We define Oe(T ) to be the tree in AL(M)[E ] whose root is t, 
and hanging from t is the L(M) assembly of AL(M)-trees defined above. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. For M= X, we find the isomorphism 
Scx2 = Scx. M 0 = AL(M) = AL(X) = AL, 




The bijection 0. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Since L = X-L  o, we have the isomorphism 
Sc L Scx.L0 0 = = AL(L0) 
between the species of Schr6der (non-commutative) parenthesizations and 
Schr6der Lo-trees. 
EXAMPLn 2.3. Taking M= Uo, we find the isomorphism 
Sc w0 = Scx. v 0 = AL(Vo ). 
Let Sc~ ) be Schr6der parenthesizations with k internal nodes. 
A version of the following proposition was proved in [H-S] and 
independently in [E-S]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a bijection ~ from the set Sc~0)[-n ] and the 
set n~k)[n + k - 1] of partitions into k parts of the set { 1, 2, ..., n + k - 1 } 
with no singleton blocks. 
In the following proposition we generalize Proposition 2.2. The proof we 
present here is essentially the proof of Proposition 2.2 given in [H-S]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There exists a bijection ~ from the set Sc~)[_n] of 
Schr6der N-parenthesizations with leaves in _n= {1, 2 .... , n} and exactly k 
internal nodes, and the set vk(N)[n + k -  1 ] of assemblies of N-structures 
with k parts on the set n+k-1 .  (See Fig. 2.) 
v 
FIG. 2. The bijection ~. 
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Proof Let T be an element of Sc~)[_n]. Note that the leaves of the 
tree T are already labeled by the numbers 1, 2 ..... n. We assign a label 
l(v) in the set {n + 1, n +2,  ..., n +k} to each internal vertex v in T using 
the following recursive procedure. Assume that we have assigned the 
labels {n+l  ..... n+r -1} ,  l~<r~<k, we assign the label n+r  to the 
unlabeled internal vertex v such that max{l(w):weK(v)} is the least 
among all unlabeled vertices whose sons have previously been labeled. It is 
easy to see that, with this labeling of T, the labels of each path from a leaf 
to the root are in increasing order. Observe that the root gets the label 
n+k. 
Construct a partition n of the set n+k- l={1,2 , . . . ,n+k-1}  by 
letting the blocks be the elements that are siblings. That is, 
n = {K(v): v is an internal node}, 
and rc will have k parts. Now by letting the blocks of rc inherit the 
N-structure they had in the tree T, we will get an assembly of N-structures 
into k parts on the set n + k -  1. Define ~b(T) to be this .assembly. 
To show that ¢ is a bijection we construct he inverse ~ of ¢. Assume we 
have an assembly of N structures 
d = {r/l, q2 ..... r/k} • yk(N)[n + k - -  1 ]. 
Let D,. be the set on which qi is built. Hence the sets Di are a partition n 
of the set n + k -  1. Moreover let assume that the ordering of Di's is so that 
max(Di) > max(Dj) if i < j .  
We will now construct a sequence of rooted trees To, T1 .... , Tk. Let To 
to be the singleton tree with the root labeled n + k. For r = 1 .... , k, let Tr 
be the tree Tr_ i, but hang the set Dr from the leaf labeled n + k -  r + 1 in 
Tr_ 1. By induction one can see that Tr_ 1 will contain a leaf with the label 
n+k- r+ l .  
We define ~k(d) to be the tree Tk by enriching the nodes in Di by the 
N-structure r/,., and erasing the labels n + 1 .... , n + k, that is, the internal 
vertices. It is easy to see that ~ is the inverse of the map ~b. I 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The cardinality of the set Sc~)[n] is given by the 
formula 
1 
fSc~)[-n]l = k~.v" [ok-X(Nk)[n-]l" 
132 
Proof Since 
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1 
]7k(N)[n + k -  1]l =~... bNk[n + k - 131 
1 
= k-~." IDk- i(Nk)[-n] I, 
by Proposition 2.3 the result follows. | 
COROLLARY 2.1. The generating function of Sc N is given by the formula 
Proof 
1 d k -  1 
card(ScN; x) =x+ ~ k[ dx k-1 card(N; x) k. 
k~>l 
card(Sou; x) = x + ~ card(Sc~); x) 
k>~l 
1 
= x +~ ~.y. card(D k- l(Nk); x) 
k~>l 
i d k -1  
= x + ~ k! dx k- 1 card(N; x) k. 
k>~l 
PROPOSITION 2.5. 
with exactly k M-structures. We have that 
Denote by ~ (k) the species of Schr6der M-trees built "~ L(M) 
Proof Consider the bijection 0 in Proposition 2.1. Since to each 
internal node of a tree T~ SCxM[_n] there corresponds an M-structure 
in the tree O(T), we obtain that 0 sends SCkXM[_n] in to A~)M)[n]. By 
Proposition 2.3, 
= I•k(XM)[n + k -  1 ]l 
when (~k ) is the multiset coefficient, which & equal to 
IAL(M)E_n]I = • IMk[n - 1]h 
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1 
=k~ I(XM)k [n + k -1 ] [  
1 
= k--[. I(xkMk)En + k-- 131 
l (n+k-1) .  . _ 
=~' \  k IXk[_k]l IMkEn 111 
n+k-  1) 
= k " IMk [n -  1]l 





The cardinality of the set AL(M)[n] is given by the 
IAL~M)En_ql = [(L(M)) n [n -  111. 
IA~M~E_n]I Y~ ~ = IA~u~E_n] l  
k~>O 
k~>O 
= [n -  1] 
= I(L(M))" [n ,  1]1, 
Denote by a (k) the species of (1 + M)-enriched trees ~I+M 
[A~ M[n_]l = ( ; )  " lMk[n--1]l. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. 
with exactly k internal nodes. (Such a tree contains exactly k M-structures, 
since M[~]  = ~.) We have the identity 
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Proof Consider the species SCxM of the trees T in el(Scxu) such that 
every preferred son in T is a leaf. Since the number of internal nodes in the 
path of preferred sons in any tree T~ el(Scxu) is at most one, we have that 
O(T) ~ el(A1 +m), 
where 0 is the bijection of Proposition 2.1. Thus a restriction of 0 is a 
bijection between Al+M[_n](k) and S'c~)~[_n], the trees in el(S-CxM) that have 
exactly k internal nodes. 
The image of the set gc~[_n] under the bijection ~b in Proposition 2.3 
is the set of assemblies in ~k(XM)[n+k-1] whose structures are in the 
form (j, m), where je_n (not n +k-1)  and m is an M-structure. To count 
these assemblies, we first choose assemblies ~k(X) from _n in (~) possible 
ways. Then we choose assemblies ~k(M) on the rest of the set n + k -  1 in 
(1/k!) [Mk[n- 1 ]l possible ways. There are now k! ways to combine these 
two assemblies into a 7k(XM) assembly. Hence 
Ia~l-_n]l = I~r_n]l 
=k! .  .~.T IMk[n -- 1]1 
and the proposition is proved. | 
COROLLARY 2.3 (G. Labelle). The cardinality of the set AM[n_] is given 
by 
IAl+g[_n]l = I(1 +M)"  [n-- 111. 
Proof 
IAI+MI-_n]I = Z IA]~MVn-]I 
k~>0 
= I(1 +M)  k [n -  1]1. 
Observe now that, the bijection X obtained by composing ¢ with the 
inverse of the isomorphism 0: SCxM ~ AL(M) (see Fig. 3) is Chen's bijection 
between Schr6der M-trees and forests of small trees [C]. 
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FIG. 3. The bijection Z. 
3. TREES ON PARTITIONS AND CHORDATES 
Let S be a set, and let II[S] be all partitions of S. Assume that we have 
a linear order on the set S. Given a partition rc ~ H[S], we can give the 
partition zc a linear order on the blocks by saying that C<D if 
min{s~C}<min{s~D} for C,D~rc. 
Let zc be a partition of S, that is, zc ~ El[S]. Let R be a relation between 
rc and S. Thus Re_re× S. Define the induced relation k~rcxn  by 
(B, C) ~ k if there exists s ~ C such that (B, s) ~ R. 
DEr Iymoy 3.1. A rooted tree T on a partition re ~ fl[S] is a relation 
T between rc and S, such that the induced relation T is a directed rooted 
tree when viewed as digraph. 
Observe that if we let zc = { {s}: s E S}, then a tree on rc would just be a 
tree on S. 
For an element s ~ S we define its set of sons to be all blocks C, which 
are related to s. Denote the set of sons of s to be K(s); that is, 
K (s )= {C~ re: (C,s)~T}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A chordate V with root B on a partition 7c ~ II[S] is 
a rooted tree T with root B and an extra edge from the root B to an 
element ~S. (See Fig. 4.) 
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FIG. 4. Example of a rooted tree and a chordate on a partition. 
Observe that we say that B is a son of t, hence B ~ K(t). A chordate is 
similar to a vertebrate, which were introduced in l-J]. The major difference 
is that we can enrich a chordate; see Definition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The number of rooted trees on the partition 7z e 1-I[ S] 
is n k- l ,  where IS1 =n and Ire[ =k .  
Proof First we construct a bijection between chordates on rc and 
functions from the set ~ to the set S. 
Let f be a function from the set rc to the set S. Define the induced 
function f :  7z ~ n by f (C )  = D if f (C )  e D. Since f is an endomorphism 
there is a largest nonempty subset cr of n such that f restricted to tr is a 
permutation. 
Let ~ be the permutation on a induced by the function f .  That is ~ =fl ~. 
Let sc=f (~- l (C) )  for C~a. Thus Sc~ C. 
Since o- is a subset of linear ordered set re, there is a linear order on a. 
We can use this order to construct a bijection between permutations on a 
and linear orders on a. 
Thus from ~ we get a linear order of the blocks in a, say 
(C1, C2 .... , Ct,i). Construct now a chordate V on the partition n by the 
following: 
1. Let (D , f (D) )~T i fD~zc-a .  
2. Let (C i+l ,Sc i )~Tfor  i=1,2 , . . . ,  [a[--1.  
This defines a rooted tree T on the partition n, with the root B = C1. 
3. Let the extra edge be (CI, Scl~l) = (B, t). 
To see that this is a bijection note that we can reconstruct the set a. The 
set a will consist of all blocks between the root B and t, where (B, t) is the 
extra edge. 
Thus the number of chordates on a partition rc is equal to the number 
of functions from rc to S, which is IS[ L~l =n k. Given a rooted tree on n, 
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FIG. 5. 
M 
Example of an M-enriched chordate on a partition. 
there are n different choices to extend this rooted tree to a chordate. Thus 
the number of rooted trees on zc is (1/n)n k = n ~- 1. ] 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let M be a species. An M-enriched function f from a 
set A to a set B is a function f from A to B such that there is an M 
structure on each of the sets f - l (b )  for all b e B. Similarly, an M-enriched 
tree (chordate) T on a partition ~ is a tree (chordate) T on a partition 7r 
such that there is an M structure on the set K(s) for all seS.  (See Fig. 5.) 
Observe that there are [M'[_k][ M-enriched functions from a k-set A to 
an n-set B. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. A disposition is an L-enriched function from a k-set A to 
an n-set B. The number of dispositions is 
(n) (k )=n. (n+ 1) . . . (n+k-  1). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. An ordered tree (chordate) on a partition ~ ~ H[S] is an 
L-enriched tree (chordate) on the partition ~. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The number of M-enriched ehordates on the partition 
z~ ~/ / [S ]  is equal to the number of M-enriched functions from the set ~ to S. 
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Proposit ion 3.1. Given an 
M-enriched function f :  zc ~ S, using the same bijection as before, we can 
construct a chordate on the partition n. 
What  remains is to enrich the chordate with M structures. Observe that 
[ f - l (s) J  = [K(s)[ for all s~S. Hence we let the M structure that enriches 
f - I (s )  also enrich K(s). Clearly this is still a bijection, and the proof  is 
done. | 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The number of ordered rooted trees on the partition 
~EH[S]  is (n) (~-1), where ]SI =n and Iz~[ =k. 
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Proof The number of ordered chordates on the partition rc is 
ISI + I~1- 1 = n +k-1  times the number of ordered rooted trees on the 
partition n, because when we add the extra edge there are n + k -1  
possible ways to do it in. 
By the previous proposition, we know that the number of ordered 
chordates i equal to the number of dispositions, which is (n) (k). Hence the 
number of ordered rooted trees is equal to 
1 
n + k -  1 (n)(k) = (n)(g- 1). | 
We remark that Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 can also be proved by using the 
technique of Prfifer sequences. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let rc~l l [S]  and assume Ben.  The number of 
M-enriched chordates with the block B as a root is 
IB.~I. IM"[k] I. 
n 
Proof Recall that o-___Tr and assume that Be  o-. Observe that the 
number of linear orderings of tr with the block B first is equal to the 
number of permutations ~ of ~ such that ~(B) = B. That the block B is first 
in the linear ordering means that B is the root of the chordate ordered on 
re. That B is a fix point of ~ is equivalent to that f (B)  ~ B. Hence we have 
a bijection between M-enriched chordates with root B and M-enriched 
functions f :  ~ ~ S such that f (B )  e B. 
By symmetry observe that the number of M-enriched functions f :  7z ~ S 
such that f (B )  = S l is equal to the number of M-enriched functions f :  rc ~ S 
such that f (B )=s2 .  Hence we deduce that the number of M-enriched 
functions with f (B )e  B is equal to 
IBI . ]{ f : rc~S: f i  s M-enriched}[ =--.[BI [M"E_kq[. | 
n n 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let ~ e H[S]  and assume that B e re. The number of 
ordered rooted trees with the block B as a root is (]BI/n)(n) (k-l). 
Proof By Corollary 3.1 we know that the number of ordered chordates 
with the block B as a root is equal to 
IBI IL"l-_k]l ISl (n)~k). 
n n 
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Thus the number of ordered rooted trees with the block B as a root is 
equal to 
1 (n) (k) = ~I,B___L. (n) (k- 1), 
n+k-1  n n 
since there are (n+k-1)  ordered chordates for each ordered rooted 
tree. | 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let rc ~ H[S]  and assume that B~, ..., B, ~ re. The 
number o f  ordered rooted forests with the blocks B 1 ..... B r as roots is 
(l/n) Z~=l [a;I. (n) (k-r). 
Proof  Say that n= {B1, B2, ..., B,} ur .  Let B= 0~=x and r~= {B} wr. 
There is now a natural bijection between the described forests and ordered 
rooted trees on r~. | 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let rcmH[S] and assume that {1}, (2},..., {r}erc. 
The number o f  ordered rooted forests with the blocks {1 }, {2} .... , {r} as 
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